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Sync Breeze [32|64bit]
Synchronize multiple files and folders across local disks, a NAS, or a shared network location. Simplified task creation; optionally display sync progress and active tasks in the main window. Choose the source and the destination folders, as well as the sync method. Preview the files that should be synchronized. You can configure exclusion rules and
configure advanced filtering for easier file searches. Free download from: Description: Synchronize multiple files and folders across local disks, a NAS, or a shared network location. Simplified task creation; optionally display sync progress and active tasks in the main window. Choose the source and the destination folders, as well as the sync method.
Preview the files that should be synchronized. You can configure exclusion rules and configure advanced filtering for easier file searches. Free download from: Description: Synchronize multiple files and folders across local disks, a NAS, or a shared network location. Sim

What's New In?
=============================================================== c) Sync Breeze Pro (2-way / 1-way) (only for Business) =============================================================== Sync Breeze Pro is an advanced, yet easy to use synchronizer. It offers all features available in Sync Breeze Ultimate
edition, as well as some features unique to Sync Breeze Pro. With Sync Breeze Pro you can perform file synchronizations: - Either in one direction: (1-way synchronizations) or in both directions (2-way synchronizations); - With multiple media, such as: local disks, network folders, SANs and other data storage devices. As Sync Breeze Pro allows you to
manage multiple locations, you can easily extend the functionality of the application for the business environment. Sync Breeze Pro is also a perfect choice for those who want more. =============================================================== d) Sync Breeze Server
=============================================================== Sync Breeze Server is a multithreaded synchronizer. It can synchronize multiple directories at the same time. The task is running in background in the Windows Task Scheduler. In the basic edition, you can only synchronize one folder. In the pro edition, you can
synchronize several folders. The Pro edition offers a graphical user interface with a main window and a tabbed window for each folder being synchronized. In the pro edition, you can create a new task, choose a source directory, destination directory and a sync method. You can also synchronize files in multiple streams and with preview. The pro edition
also allows you to create exclusion rules and include or exclude files. The Server edition is suitable for those who want to distribute the task of synchronizing to multiple computers. You can define how many computers should synchronize and where to create the task. Sync Breeze Server also provides extensive logging. Sync Breeze Server allows you to
configure a task that can be distributed and scheduled in the Windows Task Scheduler. =============================================================== e) Sync Breeze Ultimate =============================================================== Sync Breeze Ultimate is a complete, yet easy to use
synchronizer. It is equipped with all features available in Sync Breeze Pro edition and some features unique to the ultimate edition. With Sync Breeze Ultimate you can perform file synchronizations: - Either in one direction: (1-way synchronizations) or in both directions (2-way synchronizations); - With multiple media, such as: local disks, shared network
folders, SANs and other data storage devices. Sync Breeze Ultimate provides a unique interface with: 1) A main window with options for one-way and two-way synchronizations; 2) A tabbed window for each folder being synchronized; 3) A standalone synchronization task (with scheduled task); 4) A synchronization log for a specific task; 5) A content
filter options; 6) Multiple synchronization modes;
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System Requirements:
Minimum: OS: Windows 10 Processor: Core i3 3.3GHz or better Memory: 4GB Graphics: Nvidia GTX 750 or AMD Radeon HD 7850 or better Network: Broadband Internet connection Storage: 18GB available space Additional Notes: You can use the Recommended version if you have a more powerful PC, but don't expect much speed difference.
Recommended: Processor: Core i5 3.5GHz or better Memory: 8GB
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